
Professional quality brushes have one thing in common. They’re made with 
solid-round-tapered filaments of DuPont™ Tynex® nylon and/or Orel® polyester.

DuPont™ Tynex®  
DuPont™ Orel® 
HIGH PERFORMANCE BRISTLES

Solid-round-tapered filaments provide:
•	 Fine	tips
•	 Proper	flexibility
•	 Right	amount	of	stiffness
•	 Excellent	abrasion	resistance
•	 Excellent	bend	recovery

For paintbrushes which have:
•	 Smooth,	even	paint	release
•	 Excellent	paint	coverage
•	 Fine	cutting	and	lining
•	 Long	life
•	 Easy	cleanability

No	wonder	solid-round-tapered	filaments	of	Tynex®	and	Orel®	are	
preferred	by	professional	painters!	Of	course,	proper	filaments	
are	only	part	of	the	story.	What	the	paintbrush	manufacturer	
does	with	these	products	is	extremely	important.	Better	quality	
paintbrushes	are	“tipped”	and	“flagged”	by	brush	manufacturers	
to	give	even	better	paint	pickup,	greater	coverage	and	easier	
application.	Different	filament	lengths	are	carefully	blended	for	
superior	pickup	and	just	the	right	number	of	filaments	packed	
into	the	ferrule	for	a	“full	feel”	and	proper	paint	release.

Here’s	what	paintbrush	manufacturers	say	to	look	for		
in	a	quality	brush.

Full Fill
A	quality	brush	always	feels	substantial	—	never	skimpy.	A	brush		
4	inches	wide,	for	example,	should	have	filaments	that	are	about	
4	inches	long	and	1	inch	thick.	A	good	brush	that	feels	thick	and	
full	holds	more	paint,	covers	more	surface	and	covers	it	better.

Different filament length
Pass	your	hand	over	the	filaments.	In	a	good	brush,	the	
filaments	are	different	lengths.	This	way	paint	is	carried	in	the	
middle	of	the	brush	as	well	as	at	the	tip.

Precise taper
A	top-notch	brush	has	tapered	filaments	—	thick	at	the	butt	end	
and	thinner	at	the	tip.	A	brush	with	tapered	filaments	releases	
paint	gradually,	evenly,	smoothly.

Tipped and flagged filaments
In	addition	to	being	tapered,	filament	ends	should	be		
properly	“tipped”	and	“flagged.”	These	give	the	brush	a	soft,	
smooth	painting	edge,	which	leaves	brush	marks	almost	too	
small	to	see.

You can tell by the performance. These high quality filaments  
give better pickup and even release with complete coverage  
over a larger area. Your job will go faster and smoother no  
matter what the surface. And when you’re finished, clean up is 
easy. Solid-round-tapered Tynex® and Orel® are the premium 
quality filaments preferred by paintbrush manufacturers for their 
top-of-the-line, professional brushes. 

The Brush That Cleans Faster.
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A paintbrush made with DuPont™ filaments can be cleaned quickly and easily.

Oil and Alkyd Paint, Enamel, Varnish

Thinner
Mineral	spirits	or	paint	thinner	

Paint,	Enamel,	Varnish

Immediately After Use
Soak	in	mineral	spirits	or	paint	thinner	to	

remove	all	paint.	Shake	or	spin	dry.		
Repeat	if	necessary.

Hard Brush
Use	a	commercial	brush	cleaner.		

Follow	the	manufacturer’s	directions	carefully.

Lacquer

Thinner
Lacquer	thinner

Lac Immediately After Use
Soak	in	lacquer	thinner	to	remove	all	lacquer.	

Shake	or	spin	dry.		
Repeat	if	necessary.

Hard Brush
Soak	in	lacquer	thinner.

Shellac

Thinner
Denatured	alcohol

Immediately After Use
Soak	in	denatured	alcohol.	Shake	or	spin	dry.	

Repeat	if	necessary.

Hard Brush
Soak	in	denatured	alcohol.	

Latex Paint

Thinner
Water

Immediately After Use
Wash	with	warm	water	and	detergent	until	

brush	is	clean.	Shake	or	spin	dry.

Hard Brush
Use	a	commercial	paintbrush	cleaner.		

Follow	manufacturer’s	directions	carefully.

Ask for brushes made of DuPont™ Tynex® and Orel®. 

The right filaments
The	unique	properties	of	Tynex®	and	Orel®	offer	excellent	
performance	with	any	paint	or	finish:	oil-based	paints,	water-
based	paints,	varnish,	shellac	or	lacquer.	They	provide	good	
coverage	for	maximum	hiding	power	as	well	as	ridge-free	
strokes.	And	in	any	weather	conditions	—	hot	or	cold,	moist	
or	dry.	Both	Tynex®	and	Orel®	are	well	suited	for	use	on	a	wide	
variety	of	surfaces	such	as	wood,	masonry,	plastic,	brick,	
concrete,	metal,	stucco	and	stone.	

The right choice 
Orel®	tapered	polyester	filaments	have	all	the	outstanding	
properties	of	Tynex®	nylon	filaments	plus	insensitivity	to	water	
and	temperature.	This	means	that	brushes	of	Orel®	have	little	

change	in	stiffness	when	used	on	hot	surfaces	such	as	metal	
buildings	in	summer.	On	the	other	hand,	Tynex®	has	twice	the	
abrasion	resistance	of	Orel®	—	and	Orel®	has	three	times	the	
abrasion	resistance	of	hog	bristle!	This	means	both	Tynex®	and	
Orel®	provide	long	wear	life	when	used	on	abrasive	surfaces	
such	as	raw	cinder	block,	concrete	or	stone.	

The right identification 
There’s	an	easy	way	to	quickly	identify		
a	quality	brush	right	in	the	store…	
simply	look	for	this	symbol	on	the	handle	or	
the	keeper.	It	makes	good	sense	to	use	top	
quality	tools.In	the	long	run,	you’re	saving	
time	and	money.	

 DUPONT™ FILAMENTS


